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Unique fast & secure proximity badge access to Citrix XenDesktop on Chrome Devices
In a typical hospital environment, clinicians
lose productivity and valuable time with
patients when they are required to repeatedly login and logout of multiple workstations throughout the day. QwickACCESS for
Chrome devices addresses these challenges
by providing clinicians with a fast and secure sign-on solution that leverages HealthCast’s unique proximity badge functionality.
Healthcare IT leaders now have a solution
to deliver secure proximity badge access to
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QwickACCESS, a secure authentication
solution that provides proximity badge
access to local and virtual environments, now supports Chrome devices.
QwickACCESS users simply tap their
badge to access their session and again
to secure it, eliminating the need to
type in usernames and passwords multiple times throughout the day. QwickACCESS’ unique proximity badge functionality also allows users to tap-over’

another user’s session, securing the
open session and enabling it to be access anywhere on supported devices.
Enhancing user compliance with privacy and security policies, QwickACCESS
strengthens data security while boosting user convenience and efficiency.
This solution brings HealthCast, Citrix,
and Google together to provide a versatile and cost-effective approach to
resolving desktop security, application
delivery, and user productivity challenges. Customers choose Chrome
devices for their speed, security, and
simplicity of deployment and management. Chrome devices, paired with
HealthCast’s award-winning software
that automates proximity badge access
to Citrix sessions, enables Citrix customers to quickly access their mission
critical applications. Based on feedback
from HealthCast customers, QwickACCESS users gain an average of 30-45
minutes each day while organizations
achieve better compliance with data
security and privacy regulations and
simplify device management.

about HealthCast
HealthCast has delivered forward-looking secure identity and access management
solutions to healthcare providers for over 20 years. Its focus has always been to balance strengthening data security while improving clinicians productivity. Deployed in
hundreds of hospital systems, academic medical centers, and regional healthcare facilities with thousands of physician clinic and ambulatory facility deployments, HealthCast
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solutions again are ranked #1 for 2018 by KLAS.

